# CHANNEL LIST

## SPORTS
- beIN SPORTS HD1 1
- beIN SPORTS HD2 2
- beIN SPORTS HD3 3
- beIN SPORTS HD4 4
- beIN SPORTS HD5 5
- beIN SPORTS HD6 6
- beIN SPORTS HD7 7
- beIN SPORTS HD8 8
- beIN SPORTS HD9 9
- beIN SPORTS HD10 10
- beIN SPORTS HD11 EN 11
- beIN SPORTS HD12 EN 12
- beIN SPORTS HD13 EN 13
- beIN SPORTS HD14 FR 14
- beIN SPORTS HD15 FR 15
- beIN SPORTS HD16 FR 16
- beIN SPORTS HD17 ES 17
- beIN SPORTS NBA HD 20
- beIN SPORTS HD 21
- Al Kass one HD 31
- Al Kass two HD 32
- Al Kass three HD* 33
- Al Kass four HD 34
- Al Kass five HD 35
- Al Kass six HD* 36
- Al Kass seven HD* 37
- Al Kass eight HD* 38
- Dubai Sports 41
- Dubai Racing 42
- AD Sports 1 43
- AD Sports 2 44
- YAS Sports 45
- Kuwait Sports 46

## KIDS
- be JUNIOR* 100
- Jeem HD* 101
- Baraem* 102
- Cbeebies* 103
- Baby TV HD 104
- Boomerang HD* 105
- Cartoon Network English HD* 106
- Cartoon Network Arabic 107
- Cartoon Network Hindi* 108
- DreamWorks* 109
- Dkids* 110
- JimJam* 111
- MBC 3 112

## ENTERTAINMENT
- beIN SERIES HD1 151
- FOX HD* 160
- FX HD 161
- CBS Reality* 162
- Star World HD 163
- MBC 4 170
- AD Drama HD 171
- MBC Drama 172
- Zee Alwan 173

## NEWS
- beIN SPORTS NEWS HD 200
- CNN HD* 201
- HLN* 202
- Fox News 203
- Bloomberg 204
- Euro News 205
- TRT World 206
- Al Jazeera HD 210
- Al Jazeera English HD 211
- Al Jazeera Mubasher 212
- Al Arabiya 213
- BBC Arabic 214
- BBC World News HD 215
- CNBC Arabiya 216
- RT Arabic HD 217
- France 24 - Arabic 218
- France 24 - English 219
- France 24 - French 220
- Al Araby 221
- Anews 222

## MOVIES
- beIN MOVIES HD1 51
- beIN MOVIES HD2 52
- beIN MOVIES HD3 53
- beIN MOVIES HD4 54
- FOX MOVIES HD* 60
- Fox ACTION MOVIES HD 61
- Fox FAMILY MOVIES HD 62
- TCM 63
- AMC HD* 64
- Star Movies HD 65
- MBC 2 66
- MBC Max 67
- MBC Action 68
- MBC Bollywood 69
- Rotana Cinema 70

## KIDS
- be JUNIOR* 100
- Jeem HD* 101
- Baraem* 102
- Cbeebies* 103
- Baby TV HD 104
- Boomerang HD* 105
- Cartoon Network English HD* 106
- Cartoon Network Arabic 107
- Cartoon Network Hindi* 108
- DreamWorks* 109
- Dkids* 110
- JimJam* 111
- MBC 3 112

## FACTUAL
- DLife* 300
- DTX* 301
- Nat Geo HD 302
- Nat Geo People HD 303
- Nat Geo Wild HD 304
- Nat Geo Abu Dhabi 305
- Animal Planet HD 306
- Al Jazeera Documentary HD 307

## LIFESTYLE
- beIN GOURMET HD 350
- Fatafeat HD* 351
- Channel V HD 352
- DMAX* 353
- Outdoor Channel HD* 354
- Extreme Sports* 355
- Travel Channel HD 356
- HGTV* 357
- Rotana Clip 360
- Rotana Music 361
- Rotana Khalijiah 362

## PAY-PER-VIEW
- beIN 4K 400
- beIN SPORTS HD1 MAX 401
- beIN SPORTS HD2 MAX 402
- beIN SPORTS HD3 MAX 403
- beIN SPORTS HD4 MAX 404
- beIN BOX OFFICE HD1 411

---

The channel list is subject to change, visit www.beIN.net/en/channel-line-up/ for the latest update.
This month enjoy elite football action, as the biggest leagues in Europe kick-off. Or watch the final Grand Slam tournament of the year at the US Open. Maybe you’re just looking to sit back and relax with some great hard-hitting entertainment – then watch Dev Patel in Lion or Keanu Reeves as a defence attorney in The Whole Truth. Whatever you’re looking for we have it. And if you want more, browse through our belN On Demand menu. Where you can catch up, buy, rent or watch over 2,500 items of great viewing content.

To renew or subscribe to belN from the comfort of your home, call:

- **Algeria**: 09 82 40 23 98
- **Bahrain**: 16 19 70 00
- **Egypt**: 16162
- **Morocco**: 05 20 20 63 63
- **Qatar**: 133
- **Saudi Arabia**: 92 003 3007
- **Tunisia**: 31 334 934
- **UAE**: 800 55 22

**Other Countries**: +974 44 222 000

or visit: belN.net/subscribe

*Program timings are indicative and may change without any prior notice.*
**Lion**
A five-year-old Indian boy gets lost on the streets of Calcutta, thousands of kilometers from home. He survives many challenges before being adopted by a couple in Australia. 25 years later, he sets out to find his lost family.

**August 25th at 21:00 Mecca**

---

**The Whole Truth**
Keanu Reeves takes on the role of Richard Ramsay, a defense attorney that has to get his seventeen-year-old client acquitted of murdering his wealthy father.

**August 18th at 21:00 Mecca**

---

**The Light Between Oceans**
Living off the coast of Western Australia, a lighthouse keeper, Tom and his wife, Isabel are desperate to have a baby. And they’re given the chance to when an infant washes up on shore in a rowboat.

**August 11th at 21:00 Mecca**

---

**The Sea of Trees**
A suicidal American teacher meets a mysterious stranger lost in a forest near Mt. Fuji. The two embark on a life-changing journey of discovery and redemption.

**August 24th at 21:00 Mecca**
Cuisines of the World
Explore cuisines from around the world, each episode hosted by a different country with a specialty chef for every cuisine. Visit the tastes of the Gulf, Levant, Asia and North Africa all from the comfort of your TV room.

Every day at 11:15 Mecca

House of Cards S2
The Underwoods continue their ruthless rise to power. New alliances form while old ones succumb to deception and betrayal. Francis and Claire must battle both past and present threats to avoid losing everything.

Starts August 26th at 21:00 Mecca

Fishing Edge
Hosted by Hall-of-Fame anglers Al and James Lindner and members of the Fishing Edge staff. Each week, well-known angling experts travel to a new destination to analyze and tackle different freshwater angling challenges. The half-hour show highlights the step-by-step process of interpreting local fishing conditions.

Weeknights, August 11th - 21st

Xtreme Waterparks
Thrill seekers take on the most over-the-top, adrenaline-filled water rides across the globe. Take the plunge with them.

Every Saturday from August 5th at 23:00 Mecca
UEFA Champions League
This is Europe’s most prestigious tournament, and the best teams have earned themselves a place in it, now the final few battle it out for the remaining spots, all before the draw for the group stages.

Play-off:
August 15th and 16th 1st leg
August 22nd and 23rd 2nd Leg

Group Stage Draw:
August 24th (TBC)

FIFA WC Qualification
Who will qualify for world football’s biggest tournament? Catch these teams as they aspire to make it on to the greatest stage of them all.

Asia
UAE x Saudi Arabia
August 29th
Syria x Qatar
Thailand x Iraq
China x Uzbekistan
Korea Rep x Iran
Japan x Australia
August 31st

Africa
Uganda x Egypt
August 31st

Football this August:

UEFA Super Cup
Real Madrid x Manchester United
August 8th

Bundesliga
Season starts: August 18th

German Super Cup
Bayern Munich x Dortmund
August 5th

LaLiga
Season starts: August 11th

Ligue1
Season starts: August 4th

Serie A
Season starts: August 18th

Community Shield
Chelsea x Arsenal
August 6th

IAAF World Challenge
The IAAF World Challenge continues this August with meets in Germany and Croatia. Watch as some of the globe’s finest athletes make their mark trying to break records.

Berlin: August 27th
Zagreb: August 29th

US Open Tennis Championship
It’s the final Grand Slam event of the ATP calendar, who will walk away as champions. Can Stan Wawrinka retain his men’s title and will Angelique Kerber be able to add to her women’s tally? Find out when the world’s best take on the hard courts of the US Open.
August 28th to September 10th
YEAR MILLION is a new series that explores life in the future. With artificial intelligence, all around us and advances in medicine and biology able to expand our lives by hundreds of years. The way we communicate, work and learn will be revolutionized through telepathy and virtual reality. The drive to explore will push us further into the cosmos, where we’ll discover new planets, resources, and possibly even new life.

**Year Million**

Premieres August 27th at 20:50 Mecca

**Restoration Man S2**

Architect George Clarke is the RESTORATION MAN. Breathing new life into structures, helping new owners restore vulnerable wrecks into totally unique dream homes. Marvellous heritage homes with all modern-day facilities. Constantly finding design challenges and ways to re-invent in order to stay on top of things.

August 12th at 20:30 Mecca

**Long Island Medium**

Theresa Caputo is an average mom from Long Island, N.Y, except that she talks to the dead. Conducting private and group readings – she deals with both sceptics and believers. At home, her husband, Larry and daughter Victoria accept the work she does, but that doesn’t mean that they love it. Believing that the spirits tend to always come first.

From August 20th 19:45 Mecca
Kids

Nina and the Neurons go Inventing

A fun science show where neuroscientist Nina enlists the help of the Neurons in her brain to help answer questions. Each episode starts with a child asking how an everyday object works - from hoovers to washing machines and bicycles to mirrors. Searching for the answer, Nina visits the big version of the invention - like lighthouses and helicopters. Back in the lab, the children look inside the machine to see how and why it works. Then, Nina and the children use the science they've learnt to invent something for themselves.

Everyday at 10:35 Mecca

Pixi and The Magic Wall

This series brings to life little Pixi who encounters the Magic Wall that answers all his questions about any topic he wants to know.

Everyday at 10:35 Mecca

Mack and Moxy

Mack and Moxy teach children about important causes, from hunger awareness to wildlife preservation.

From August 20th 14:55 Mecca

Regular Show

Regular Show features best friends Mordecai (a six-foot-tall blue jay) and Rigby (a hyperactive raccoon). The two are groundskeepers at a park owned by Pops, a humanoid-looking lollipop who has spent his entire life there. The job is so dull that the two friends will do anything they can to avoid it. This doesn't go over well with their boss Benson — but their efforts often result in insane escapades that delight Pops.
This August is Shrek month on DreamWorks channel 131! Join Shrek and his friends in a brand new evening block featuring six TV specials from your favourite DreamWorks movies franchise.

**Shrek Super Specials**

This August is Shrek month on DreamWorks channel 131! Join Shrek and his friends in a brand new evening block featuring six TV specials from your favourite DreamWorks movies franchise.

Every Friday from 18:00 Mecca, starting with The Three Diablos

**The Three Diablos**

Puss in Boots returns with the help of three kittens to rescue a precious ruby from the evil Whisperer.

**Fridays 18:00 Mecca from August 4th**

**Far Far Away Idol**

Watch your favourite Shrek characters sing the night away in this hilarious spoof. Join in the fun as Fiona, Puss in Boots, Donkey and the rest of the Far Far Away Kingdom battle it out in a singer’s showdown.

**Fridays 18:15 Mecca from August 4th**

**The Ghost of Lord Farquaad**

Lord Farquaad was eaten by the dragon, but his ghost has returned and he is still evil as ever. With the help of his henchman Thelonious, he kidnaps Fiona. Shrek and Donkey set out to save her, with assistance from the dragon. Will they save her?

**Fridays 19:30 Mecca from August 4th**
NEW EPISODES
The Mr Peabody and Sherman Show

The Mr. Peabody & Sherman Show is back, with episodes that are funnier than ever! The madness continues when the Penthouse is invaded by neighbours, a slippery mouse and a radioactive meteor!

Weekdays at 15:00 Mecca

NEW EPISODES
The Adventures of Puss in Boots

All new episodes featuring the world’s favourite feline! Hero, Puss in Boots springs to action to protect the town of San Lorenzo from its foes. Nothing can stand in his way... except a hairball!

Weekdays at 16:30 Mecca

ACTIVITIES

SUDOKU
Help Sherman complete the Sudoku puzzles by filling in the missing numbers in the grid.
Each row, column and 2x2 box should contain the numbers 1-4. There is only one correct solution to this puzzle.

```
 2 4
 1
 4 3
```

MAZE
Help Puss in Boots make his way through the maze to find his boots.
Don’t get lost! If you find a dead end, go back to the start and find your way!
Video On Demand

Never again miss your favorite film, TV show, or the match everyone will be talking about the next day. With Video On Demand (VOD) you can watch over 2,500 assets in movies, series, sports, kids’ shows and more for free any time you want.

Guardians of The Galaxy 2  
Starship Troopers: Traitor of Mars  
Sleight  
Newsies: The Broadway Musical

To access beIN On Demand, follow the below instructions. If you have:

- beIN Media Server or beIN 4K Media Server: Connect your receiver to home internet (cable or WIFI)
- beIN PVR Box: Add external Hard Drive and connect your receiver to home internet (cable or WIFI)
- beIN HD Box: Upgrade your receiver to one of the beIN receivers above

SUBSCRIBE NOW  
beIN.net/subscribe